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Created in association with Smithsonian Organization, this authoritative lead features a lot more
than 500 rocks and minerals. Find out the variations between igneous, metamorphic, and
sedimentary rocks, and reference the glossary for many more technical and scientific
terms.Smithsonian Handbooks: Rocks and Minerals is filled with information about
characteristics, colors, exclusive attributes, and more, making it among the clearest identification
guides for rock and mineral enthusiasts. Research different rocks and minerals, and discover
clear, annotated picture taking to pick out the main element distinguishing features. Filled with
photographs and details on features, distinguishing features, and more, Smithsonian
Handbooks: Rocks and Minerals makes identification easy.Designed for beginning and
experienced collectors alike, this guide explains what rocks and nutrients are, how they are
categorized, and how to begin a collection.
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A Book YOU MAY USE Over and Over I bought the Smithsonian Handbooks: Rocks & It had been
exactly what i wanted. Great item! Great kids book! The publication is well written and easy to
check out and understand. He is a devoted rock collector and I needed something that would
help him determine the rocks he collects. It is both a fantastic beginners publication and a
reference help. Colors are not rich; Just received this reserve, got it in "acceptable" condition,
however when seeing the reserve it should've been "great" condition (another level up) There's
therefore much helpful info, it will keep me occupied for some time. I'd write even more, but I'm
too thrilled to continue reading the book! Packed with info Got as an addition to a rock and
mineral activity package for my 8 calendar year old grandson. It’s actually so nice, I might just
maintain it for myself ; There are numerous types of gems and rocks in central Texas therefore i
wanted a book to greatly help me identify some that I have found. There are various types of
gems and rocks in central . It contains detailed information, photographs and features on over
500 rocks and minerals. Nutrients by Chris Pellant on Amazon. Many rock books certainly are a
majority about their creation and handful of the reserve will describe the types. That one is great
since it has many types, huge detailed (list form) pictures and descriptions of each. Its Just what i
was looking for. The size is great, while not a budget, its huge enough to have great pictures but
still small enough that he is able to carry it around easily.If you are looking for a book on rocks
for your youth, this is actually the book which will fit that need. Great reference for Geology
students As a student seeking a bachelors in geology, I needed a reference book in which to go
on, not only the textbooks necessary for class. This is definitely an excellent reference reserve to
have, I believed. It is sectioned off into the three rock groupings: igneous, sedimentary, and
metamorphic. Also in the mineral portion,the book lists: Particular gravity, hardness, chemical
formula, cleavage, the way the mineral forms, and any checks that you can use to identify the
mineral. The rock portion of the publication I thought was better done. A few of the pictures are
right on to what the nutrients that I find in the labs look like, but then some don't even look near
what my hand samples appear to be. But mainly because a geologist, we have to know not to
move strickly on looks. They are also separated by the organizations the nutrients are in, such as
for example sulfides, etc. The book gives you a paragraph summary of each mineral. A great
resource! The info in this book is very good however the print quality is bad. P, along with
mineral assemblages are also detailed. So if you need an instant reference on which to put into
practice, this is the book I would recommend! The illustrations and images are done well and it
provides a short yet thorough description of the specimen. Extremely good pictures. The way the
book is laid out it's better for learning about a specimen you know, than trying to identify
unknowns. Good book, low quality printing and faded colors. There is a paragraph description of
the rock, the consistency, origin, framework, grain size, T & So much information! My title says it
all! The reds are not bright at all. Maybe I was expecting a publication with beautiful pictures,
apart from a field guide, but that was my initial impression upon getting it. I purchased this book
for my 8 year old boy. JTV has better ones for less. This book is very helpful in helping me to
determine what it really is that I have found. Perfect!. The pictures are a lot better right here,
they actually appear to be most hand samples. I purchased this as a Xmas gift for my child who
shows a lot of curiosity in rocks, nutrients, and geology as a whole. This is a very informative
book that I think he’ll enjoy. He loves it and so do I.) Great Great for those people who are
interested in rocks Fair but expected better from Smithonian. Don't buy it, get it used in the
Library for much less if you still need it.. That is much more when compared to a kids book to
help with a rock collection. Geology Rocks. Excellent Topline Info Love these books. I've several
for numerous topics. Good for stuff you understand Great encyclopedic but succinct reference

reserve for rocks and nutrients. Just as described and shipped well! they look a bit faded. It
arrived well packaged and regularly. A fantastic addition to my son’s reading. A perfect item for
the real collector A complete information for a novice or experienced collector. Grandson enjoys
it.
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